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real structures provide one-gap solutions of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
(Proposition 5.1)

(NLS^ uxx iut d= 2\u^u

Finally, for the convenience of the reader, we give in the Appendix a brief
account of some more or less well known results concerning the linearization
of the Lagrange top on an elliptic curve.
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2. Algebraic structure

Let C be the affine curve {/i2 =/(À)} where / is a degree 4 polynomial
without double roots. We denote by C the completed and normalized curve C.
Thus C is a compact Riemann surface, such that C CU oo+ U oo~, where
oo± are two distinct "infinite" points on C. Consider the effective divisor
m oo+ + oo~ on C and let Jm{C) be the generalized Jacobian of the elliptic
curve C relative to m. Following [23] we shall call m a modulus. We shall
denote also J(C; oo±) 7m(C). Recall that the usual Jacobian

J(C) Div°(C) / ~

is the additive group Div°(C) of degree zero divisors on C modulo the

equivalence relation ~ We have D\ ~ £>2 if and only if there exists

a meromorphic function f on C such that if) D\ — D2.. Similarly the

generalized Jacobian

J(C-,oo±)Div°(C) /~
is the additive group Div°(C) of degree zero divisors on modulo the

ffl Til
equivalence relation ^. We have D\ ~ D2 if and only if there exists

a meromorphic function f on C such that /(oo+) /(00~) 1 and

(f) D\ — D2. The generalized Jacobian J{C\ oo±) is thus obtained as a

C*-extension of the usual Jacobian 7(C) (isomorphic to C). This means that

there is an exact sequence of groups

(7) 0 C* A J(C; oo±) A /(C) -* 0.
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The map (p is induced by the inclusion CcC and ; ooU. r 0, is

the divisor of any meromorphic function satisfying /(oo+)//(oo~) r
[10, p. 55],

As an analytic manifold J(C; oo:t) is

(B) C2/A ~ H°(C,O1 (oo+ + oo")) * /Hi Z)

(9) Ai
r d\

JBi pi
XdX

where the lattice A is generated by the three vectors

f — \ / f — \JAi M Ao — JAl- ^ Aq —r XdX h 2 ~ [ f MA / ' 3 f
JA[ ß JA

2
J B

and the cycles A\,A2,B\ form a basis of the first homology group H\(C, Z)
as in Figure 2. It is seen that the period lattice A may be obtained by pinching
a non-zero homology cycle of a genus two Riemann surface to a point oo^

(Figure 2). This is expressed by saying that /(C; oo±) is the Jacobian of the

elliptic curve C with two points oo+ and oo~ identified [10].

Figure 2

The canonical homology basis of the affine curve C

For further use, note also that

(10) </>: /(C;oo±) —> /(C), 0: C2/A — C/0(A)

is just the first projection 0(zi,z2) — Z\. As

tsk \ f dX
0(A?) — 0,

Ja2 d

0(A) is generated by 0(AO and 0(A3), and

XdX\Ker cnz c*.
JA2 d J

As an analytic manifold the usual Jacobian /(C) is

C/0(A) ~ H°(C, O1 )* /tf, (C, Z).
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In contrast to the usual Jacobian /(C), the generalized Jacobian C2/A
is a non-compact algebraic group. For any p G /(C) define also the divisor

/>,<-- r V>c ./icirx-h.
An explicit embedding of a Zariski open subset of oc±) in C6 is

constructed by the following classical construction due to Jacobi (see Mumford
[18]). Let

(11) /(A) A4 + ßiA3 + ü2\2 + <23 A + a4

be a polynomial without double roots and define the polynomials

(12) U(X) A2 + MIA + M2, V(X)=VxX+V2,

Let Tc be the set of Jacobi polynomials (12) satisfying the relation

(13) /(A) - V2(A)

More explicitly, let us expand

3

f -v2 - uw ^2bt(uia1
i=0

bz a\ — 0\ — W\ b2 a2 — U2 — W2 — U) W\ — v\

b\ — — u\W2 — U2W\ — 2v\V2 bo <24 — «2^2 — ^2 •

If we take un ty, wu as coordinates in C6 then Tc is just the zero locus

VX&o,^3) as a subset of C6

Tc — {(w, to) G C6 : u\ + w\ a\ w2 + to2 + wi^i + i;2 <22

u\W2 + U2W1 -F 2v\V2 <23, U2W2 -\-v2 <24}

PROPOSITION 2.1. If f(X) is a polynomial without double roots, /20/7

(i) Tc is a smooth affine variety isomorphic to /(C; oo^) \ Dp for some

peJ(C);
(ii) any translation invariant vector field on the generalized Jacobian

J(C\ oo^) of the curve C can be written (up to multiplication by a nonzero

constant) in the following Lax pair form

(14) 2V=T^A(A)«L(A), AA]
dt L A — a J

where
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a e C, and £/, V, W are the Jacobi polynomials (12).

Equivalently, if D P\ + P2 E Div2(C), where Pi (A,,/i/), i 1,2,

f/iew (14) can written as

d\\ d\2
A/T(ÄÖ A^(Â2)

(16)
À! JA!

+
vTAÖ V^AY)

Remark. Note that a 00 also makes sense. The corresponding vector

field is obtained by changing the time as t —» t/a and letting a —> 00. Thus

(14) becomes

(17) SvAT ^A(A) [,4(A), A,-v, ],

and (16) becomes

d\\ dX 1

+
(18)

AAY) vAY)

-yf-idt.X\dX\ X2dX2

Vf(M) yffiiï
The proof of part (i) of the above proposition can be found in Previato [20]

(see also Mumford [18]). It is also proved there that a translation invariant

vector field on the generalized Jacobian J(C; oo±) which is induced by
the tangent vector

a«) |AL, v7w

on C via the Abel map C —» ./(C; oo^), can be written as

(20) ± vwm-vMvw
de X — a

(21) £ww=_y«.)W<A)-lK„)VW
de X — a

(22) -V(X)Ujamy-W(a)U(X)
de 2(A — a)

Our final remark is that the translation invariant vector fields (20), (21)
and (22), which we denote further by ft, can be written in the following Lax
pair form (suggested by Beauville [6, Example 1.5]):
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where
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A(a)
-2^A(A) A(A),

A — a

A(X)_fV(A)[/(A)A
A(A)~W(A) -V(X

By (19) the direction of the constant tangent vector computed above is

vm'
which proves (16). This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.

Next we apply Proposition 2.1 to the Lagrange top (2). Let Ch be the

curve C as above, where

(23)

so

a\ 2(1 + m)h4 <22 — 2h3 + m(m + 1 )h\

<23 - —2h2 04 h\ — 1,

(24) CA {V A4 + 2(1 + m)M3 + (2A3 + m(m + 1 A2 - 2h2\ + 1}

Consider the complex invariant level set of the Lagrange top (2)

Th {(£2, D G C6 : H,(Q, T) 1, ff2(Q,T) h2,H3(Q, T) A,, ff4(Q, O

and the associated "bifurcation set"

B {/z E C3 : discriminant (/(A)) 0}

It is a straightforward computation to check that the linear change of variables

u\ — (1 + m)£l3 — z'Q2 ^2 —r3

(25) w\ (1 + m)Q3 + z'^2 1^2 —r3

Lf V2 —r i

(with i V~ï) identihes Tc and Th. Further, as

*r2
ar2-

A(A),
A(a)
A — a

A(A)
A(a) - A(A)

A — a
A(A), -ui

—a~w\ — A

—a — mi — A

the vector field (2) is obtained by substituting a — —mQ3 in (14) and using
the change of variables (25) (note that Q3 is a constant of motion). Similarly
the vector field (3) is obtained by substituting a oo (see the remark after

Proposition 2.1).
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To sum up, we have proved the following

Theorem 2.2. If h ^ B, then

(i) the complex invariant level set Tj7 of the Lagrange top is a smooth

complex manifold biholomorphic to J(Cj7; oo±)\DOQ where Dç^ ô~l(p) for
some p G J{Ch) and J(Ch\oo±) is the generalized Jacobian of the elliptic
curve Ch with two points at "infinity" identified;

(ii) the Hamiltonian flows of the Lagrange top (2), (3) restricted to Tu

induce linear flows on /(C/Aoo^). The corresponding vector fields (2) and (3)

have a Lax pair representation obtained from the Lax pair (14) by substituting
a — —mQ.3 and a oc respectively; and using the change of variables (25).

According to the above theorem the Lagrange top is an algebraically
completely integrable system in the sense of Mumford [18, p. 353]. Clearly

any linear flow on J(Qû oo±) maps under ç (7) into a linear flow on the

usual Jacobian J(Cty. This is expressed by the fact that the variable T3 which
describes the nutation of the body is an elliptic function in time. It was known
to Lagrange [17] who deduced the differential equation satisfied by Ts. The
real version of Theorem 2.2 will be explained in Section 4.

To the end of this section we compare the Lax pair (14) and the Lax
pair for the Lagrange top obtained earlier by Adler and van Moerbeke [1].
Namely, if we identify the Lie algebras (R3.A) and (so(3),[., .]) by the
Lie algebra isomorphism

then (2) can be written in the following equivalent Lax pair form [1]

Q (Qi,Q2,£23), M= (Q,,Qir(l+m)Q3), I"- (I 1%. J o. \ - <0.0. 1).

The Lax pair representation of (3) is given by

Both Lax pairs (26), (27) can be also written in the Beauville form

(26) jt(A2x+ AM-T) [A2x + AM-r, Ax + ^]
where

(27) I (A2x + AM-r) [A2x + AM - r, x].
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(28) -t/(A)at
4(A) m

A -,
where A(A) A2x + AA? — T. Indeed,

- A)A(A>,^
A — a

A(A),
X — a

— — [^(A), Ax + ax + M]

0 -z y
z 0 —x

-y x 0

Now (26) is obtained by replacing as before a —mQ^, and (27) is obtained

by letting a —» oc.

Clearly the Lax pair (14) from Proposition 2.1 and (26), (28) are equivalent
in the sense that they define one and the same vector field. We can identify
them over C by making use of the isomorphism of the Lie algebras 50(3, C)
and 5 [(2, C) given by

If ex ez + ëy \
^7lU-ô>

Note, however, the following difference. The spectral curve of (26) is reducible

det X2x T AM + F — pi — n (p2 T /(A)) 0

/(A) A4 + 2(1 + m)h^)f + (2/Z3 + m(m + l)hf)X2 — 2/z2A + 1.

but the spectral curve of (14) is not

det (A(A) - 11I) fi2 -V2 - UW /i2 -/(A) 0.

The last observation will be of some importance for the next section. Earlier
Adler and van Moerbeke [1, p. 351] proposed to linearize the Lagrange top on

an elliptic curve by introducing first a small parameter e in the corresponding

50(3) Lax pair. The new system has the advantage of having an irreducible

genus 4 spectral curve Ce which fits the general theory, so we can just "take
the limit" e —» 0. This computation, reproduced in [21] and used in [22], is

however erroneous.

By abuse of notation we call the curve Ch {ß2 +/(A) 0} with an

antiholomorphic involution (A.ji) (A,/x), the spectral curve of the Lax

pair (26). The curve Ch is real isomorphic to the curve Ch {p2 =f(A)},
equipped with an antiholomorphic involution (A, p) (A, —p), so without
loss of generality we shall write Ch Ch.
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